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ABSTRACT 

Linearized free-streamline theory is used to calculate the spray- 

sheet thickness and lift-slope for a flat plate, cavitating, two-dimensional 

hydrofoil in a channel of finite depth with an upper free surface and lower 

boundary partly free and partly rigid.    Only the case of zero cavitation 

number is considered.    Seme measurements were made of the submergence 

of a hydrofoil of four inch.»3 chord beneath the undisturbed free surface at 

velocities of 12 and 18 ft. ,'sec.    These agree with the trends of the theory 

but not with the magnitudes, the submergence always being greater than 

that predicted by the theory. 
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1.    Introduction 

Recently,  several papers dealing with the presenc e o£ a free 

surface in the proximity of a lifting, fully cavitating hydrofoil have appear- 

ed.    Of these, one by Dawson and Bate^   ' is primarily experimental. 

In their work a cavitating or ventilated flat plate hydrofoil was investigated 

near a free surface.    The submergence was varied so that the hydrofoil 

went from a cavitating condition to a planing condition near the surface. 

Forces were measured in this experiment and compared to the results of 

several free-streamline theories applicable to this type of flow.    One of 

these is a linearized theory for the flow of an infinitely deep stream past 

a cavitating hydrofoil in the presence of a free surface.    This is the linear- 

iZ) li) 
ized theory due to Schot. Johnson        considers both fiat plate and cam- 

bered hydrofoils of finite aspect ratio near a free surface.    This latter 

work is largely experimental.    In these cases mentioned,  both experiment 

and theory are concerned with hydrofoils at small angles of attack relative- 

ly near a free surface,  i. e.   two chords and less,  and with small cavitation 

numbers approaching zero.    Furthermore,  the influence of gravity has been 

everywhere neglected.    The most complete wieory which has so far been 
(4) 

produced,  is ar. exact non-linear theory due to Green. He considers in 

one of his papers the planing of a two-dimensional flat plate, without the 

influence of gravity,  on a stream of finite depth.    Althou«h Green's work is 
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(5) 

esact and the linear theories reported by Schot and referred to by Dawsor 

and Bate are not. Green, however, did not compute a sufficient number 
- 

■       of case« ©f interest to user« of water tunnels.    Furthermore, Ms solutions 

are not presented in an easily usable form.   All free surface water tunnel 

experiments are conducted in a channel of finite depth, as opposed to the 

analyses of Eefs.  {!) and {%).    The measurements of Dawson and Bate, 

particularly near the free surface, do not agree well with the calculations 

of the submergence effect to be found, for example, in Ref.  (2), and it was 

suggested in Ref.  |1) that the discrepancies are probably not due only to 

the influence of gravity, at least as estimated by current planing theories 

1*1    Briefly, the submergence effect on the lift of a flat plate hydrofoil is to in- 

crease the lift force as the surface is approached.    In the limiting case of 

zero cavitation number, the cavity is,  of course, infinitely long and the 

lift-slope goes from the value of  w/E   for infinitely deep submergence to 

the value   «   at the surface for infinitesimal angles of attack.    In the experi- 

ment of Ref.   (1) the lift increases more slowly as the surface is approached 

than is indicated by linearized theory for flows of infinite depth and zero 

cavitation number.    Incidentally,  the lift-slopes are reasonably well ac- 

counted for by the theory.    Until a complete solution accounting for all of the 

effects of non-zero cavitation number,  channel depth and neighboring free 

surface is available, the exact cause of this discrepancy probably cannot 

be determined.    In the present report, however,  it has been decided to 

remove at least one of the drawbacks of the theoretical work mentioned 

previously; namely, there is a bottom at a finite distance beneath the hydro- 
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foil.    Of course, Green's exact theory accounts for this effect.    It was be- 

lieved, however, that it was no more work to solve the problem anew by 

means of the linearized free streamline theory than to recalculate Green's 

exact solution.    In fact, because of the flexibility afforded by the linear 

theory in determining the flow past relatively complex shapes and non- 

zero cavitation numbers, it v/as decided to follow this course rather than 

that of the exact theory.    The linear theory, while suffering notable limita- 

tions is expected to provide a good value for the lift-slope at vanishing 

angles of attack and to account properly for the effects of submergence 

depth of channel, and even for the effect of a finite length of the bottom 

channel if such is the case. 

The results of the calculations to be presented herein should be 

of some value to the users of water tunnels. Extensive tables and charts 

of the various force and geometric quantities involved are presented. In 

addition, the method of computing the results and the approximations for 

digital computations used herevith, are discussed in some detail so that 

the reader may calculate additional cases for himself. In a subsequent 

report it is planned to consider the case of non-zero cavitation numbers. 

2.    Formulation of the problem 

We shall apply the free streamline theory to the steady, two-dim- 

ensional flow past a flat plate. The stream is of finite depth with the upper 

surface bounded by a free surface,  and the lower surface bounded partly by 

A companion report (Ref.   (8)) may also be consulted for thr computaum 
al method used. 
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a solid wall and partly by a free jet.    The plate, which has both sharp 

leading and trailing edges, is inclined at a certain angle of incidence.    A 

spray sheet is formed at the leading edge but the flow off the trailing edge 

is smooth.    The sharpness of the edges allows one to expect that the 

separations of flow occur at these points as shown in Fig.   1.    Far down- 

stream, the spray sheet and the free jet become inclined at certain angles 

to the oncoming flow.    The magnitude of the velocity along these surfaces 

equals that of the free stream. 

Certain simplifications are then introduced into the problem: 

i) the gravity effect is neglected throughout the analysis, 

ii)       the cavitation number is zero (infinitely long cavity), 

iii)      the angle of incidence of the plate with the free stream 

as well as the final inclinations of the spray sheet and 

jet are assumed to be small so that linearization of the 

problem is permitted. 

If we denote the velocity by   q   then a complex perturbation velo- 

city function 

w(z) = u - iv (2. 1) 

can be introduced such that   q = U(l +u, v). 

The dimensionless perturbation velocity components   u{x,y)   and 

v{x,y)   are assumed to be much smaller than unity.    Applying the usual 

linearized boundary condition on the free surfaces, the plate and the solid 

wall, we have 



u = 0   on all free surfaces (constant pressure and speed) 

v = -a   on the wetted side of the flat plate, 

v = 0   on the solid wall forming part of the lower boundary. 

The linearized version of the above problem may then be depicted 

schematically in a complex z-plane as shown in Fig.   2. 

One would notice that after linearization,  the stagnation point on 

the plate coincides with the leading edge,  furthermore,  the streamline 

at that point splits into two branches. 

In addition to the above boundary conditions,  the perturbation 

velocity components must satisfy the following physical conditions: 

i) there is a singularity at the leading edge, 

ii)       the streamline has a continuous slope at the plate- 

cavity juction (Kutta condition), 

iii)      the perturbation velocity components vanish upstream 

(at x = -oo). 

3.    Preliminary results 

We denote the depth of the stream at upstream infinity by H,  the 

thickness of the spray sheet by   6,    and the final inclinations of the spray 

and jet by   6     and   6     respectively.    These quantities,   essential in our 

calculations of the force coefficient and the flow geometryi  are to be deter- 

mined from the theory.    In addition,  the following quantities are specified: 

U   the velocity of the free stream,    C,    the length of the plate,   a   the 

angle of incidence,    h   the height of the plate leading edge above the bottom 
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wall, and I   the length of the bottom solid wall downstream of the leading 

edge.    The submergence of the hydrofoil beneath the undisturbed oncoming 

flow is tile difference between  H  and  h. i. e. ,   H - h.    We shall now make 

a preliminary calculation based on continuity and momentum considerations 

which gives some useful relations between the forces and flow geometry. 

The ultimate thickness of the spray sheet and lower jet must 

equal the upstream depth by the continuity relation.    Thus if  i = 6/H, the 

thickness of the jet is (1  - • )H.    The drag on the plate can be found from 

a momentum balance and in terms of c   it is 

D=-^£[i<M+{l-€)0*] (3.1) 

using the approximation   cos6 = 1  - 02/2   etc.    When the hydrofoil is a 

flat plate the force on the plate must be normal to the surface.    Thus, if 

L  and   D   are the lift and drag force perpendicular to and parallel to res- 

pectively the oncoming flow of speed   U, 

D = L tana ^ La (3. 2) 

where  a, assumed small,  is the angle of attack of the plate with respect 

to the oncoming flow. 

The lift coefficient is defined as 

L      |pU2Ch 

hence 

c 6 
L     CTä 

02  +  iiziiea] (3.5, 
1 i 2 J 



Given the depth above the bottom,    h,   and the upstream depth, 

H,   we may expect that the spray sheet thickness,    6,    and hence   c   will 

vary with angle of attack.    We anticipate that in the linear theory already 

sketched in section (2), velocities and hence angles such as   0 ,    etc.  are 

proportional to  a.    the angle of attack.    Thus 

6a m-'^m 
and the ratios   0 /a   etc. , will be independent of  a   in the present theory. 

But   6,    within our linear theory,  can contain a linear term in  a.    Now 

in the limit as   a   approaches zero,  the spray sheet thickness will ap- 

proach   d.    Thus we can put 

6 = d-ag (3 4) 

where   g   is a function only of the geometrical ratios   C./d,    C./h    which 

has to be determined from the theory.    For vanishingly small angles of 

attack we will have 

0\2 dCL      r d 

a       h . 

r/ö\2 

$■ 
(3.5) 

and for larger angles (restricting ourselves now to the case of a rigid,  flat 

bottom for which   0   is zero ) we have 
2 

2a 

L
Ch 

S. 
/0 \ 

"a" (3.6) 

We will now develop the linear theory to determine the quantities 

(0/a),    (0/a),    and   g.     With these and given values of   d.    h,    and   C, 
* 2 

the spray sheet thickness,   submergence and lift of the hydrofoil can be 

determined. 
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4.    Theory 

Consider the transformation 

=  -blog (1+i) -c log (1 -£-) (4. 1) 

where  ^ - i + in. 

The flow in the physical plane is mapped into the upper half   ^-plane 

and the entire boundary of the flow goes into the real axis,  shown in Fig.   3. 

The leading and trailing edges of the plate in the z-plane are at the origin 

and - 1 respectively.    Upstream infinity, A, transforms into infinity.    The 

end of the solid wall, B ,    the free jet, B, and the spray sheet, C, have their 

corresponding image points at   - b ,    b   and   c.    The value of   b   approaches 

b    as the length i    is extended to infinity.    The quantities   b ,    b   and   c   are 

parameters whose numerical values will be determined later from the map- 

ping function.    We know, however, at this stage   c>0,    b > b> 1. 

The complex perturbation velocity in £-plane,  denoted by 

v (£ ) = u - iv 

takes the following boundary values on the   Rl ^   or I axis. 

v = 0 -oo< | < -b 

u = 0 -b!< | <  - 1 

v=-a -»<!<     0 

u=0 0<|<oo. 

The flow in the upper half ^-plane can be continued analytically 

into the lower half by 

V(t,) =  -ViV . (4.2) 

On the   Ri  t,   axis,   two branch cuts appear; one startr, from   4 -  - oo 

to   -b    and the other from   ^ =  - 1 to the origin.    These cuts correspond 



to the plate and the solid wall in the physical plane respectively.    We now 

have a boundary value problem involving the unknown function   v (^}   which 

can be formulated and solved as a Hilbert problem. 

We introduce the auxiliary function 

»^ - ^Wrrkrvr ■ (4•3, 

which as the following properties 

i) H(^)   has the proper branch cuts   (t, = 0, - 1, - b'   and oo 

are branch points), 

ii)       It provides the correct leading edge singularity (square 

root singulaity). 

iii)      On the   Rl t,   axis; 

ImH = 0 -oo< i < -b" 

Ri H = 0 -b^ | < -1 

RiH~--\lil^)l'+k)   '   ImH-0      -1<l<     0 

Ri H ^ 0 0 < I . 

A new function 

G(;) = v(4)H(U (4.4) 

is then formed which has on the   Ri £,    axis, 

ImG = 0 -üC< ^ <  -b' 

ImG ^ 0 ~b'< i <  -I 

Im G r. 0 0 < |   . 

With the aid of Plemelj's formula.        the solution of the Hubert 
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problem is given immediately by 

In order to evaluate the final inclinations   0    and  0    we notice 
l 2 

that according to the linearized theory,  the streamline has a slope 

^=Ö = v. (4.6) 

In addition, the boundary conditions on the free surface require 

that everywhere  u - 0.    Hence, we obtain 
o 

A        i    «/  v    a , /(cH)(cib')  C   I      -t dt IA _. V -^^^i v—i—Xywrn+t -^t * (4-7) 

and 6= ^.^^-^^^^sj^^^. (4.8) 

The mapping function gives us the following relations of the de- 

sired parameters. 

Ch= -b logU--)-c log(l+i-) , (4.9) 

B' = -b log(l+^ )-c log(l « ^■) , (4.10) 

where   B1 = I - itr h , 

and   h = wb . (4. 11) 

By specifying the ratio   C, /h   and the length of the wall   i ,    values of 

b',    b   and   c   can be calculated from these simultaneous equations.    The 

detailed evaluation of these quantities will be given in a later part of the 

report. 

The geometry of the problem can also be solved since the velocity 

No complimentary function is needed here and Eq.   (4. 5) is the complete 
solution. 
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field is now known.    To simplify the rmtter,  the limiting case of an infinite- 

ly long solid wall will be worked out ( for which   b "* b1).    The reader may 

refer all quantities in the following calculation to Fig.  4. 

o 

Denote J 

thus 

and 

JjT^T^l + tWb+t)   ' 

e ~    a ,/(<^iKbfc) 
l        w   V c J ' 

e = o 
2 

6    (c+l){c+b)   T2 

^^~ J 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

Since   b> 1   and   c > 0   at all times we may introduce new para- 

meters   k   and   k'   such that 

k2=i<  1 
b 

and k,2=  1 -k2 < 1 

The integral   J   can now be written in terms of known eliptic functions 

in the form 

1 

(7) 

J = 2k&I(-i ,k) - K] 

or in an alternate form 

J = IT ^TTT^y^^'^-^F   K 

(4. 16a) 

(4. 16b) 

where 

Ao(^k) = |[EF{^.k') + KE^.k^-KF^.k1)] 

is Heuman's  Lambda function,    K   and E   are the complete elliptic  integrals 

of the first and second kind of modulus   k,    and   F(4>(k')   and   E^^.k')   nr*- 

the incomplete elliptic integrals of the second kind of amplitude   4>,    and 
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modulus (comp'.ementary)  k'. 

The next quantities that we wish to determine are the submergence, 

H-h,   and the spray sheet thickness,   6.    With reference again to Fig. 4, 

one may derive the submergence by combining the continuity equation and 

geometry of the flow, i. e. , 

H-h = d-el, (4.17) 

where   e'   is the rise in free surface from upstream infinity to the point 

N    at the distance   d  above the leading edge of the plate.    The same re- 

lations give the spray sheet thickness. 

6 = d - (e1 -e-Cjtt) , (4  18) 

where   e   is the drop along the lower cavity wall from the trailing edge to 

downstream infinity.    Comparing the above expression for   6   to our de- 

finition of   g   given in Eq.   (3. 4), one may immediately write 

g =i-(e'-e) -Ch. (4.19) 

We shall apply our present theory to determine   e   and   e'. 

In linearized theory,  it is known that the vertical difference be- 

tween two points on the same streamline can be calculated by considering 

an integral, in the physical plane, of the form 

v dx, 

where values of   v   are taken along horizontal lines which approximate the 

actual streamline.    In our problem, all free surfaces in the physical plane 

are mapped onto the real axis of the ^-plane.    The above integral can then 

be replaced by an equivalent one, 

!• 

J v(£)a| <H . 
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carried along the real ^-axis.    This enables us to write with reference to 

Fig-   3' 
dz yiV^ A*, . (420) 

b 
and e   = \  v(i) ^. d^ . (4.21) -[^n 

The lower limit,    n,    in Eq.   (4. 20) is the image of   N   in the 

z-plane and has to be determined by solving a transcendental equation. 

Finally, with the aid of the mapping function in Eq.   (4. 1) one may write 

e' - J  M. (4.22) tt 

where   M   is the double integral 

and e =-^  I , (4.24) 

where   I   is the double integral 
-b o 

I 
^ C r_b       c i   Mii)(4fb) f _dt_ /   rr     d£      ,, 2,, 

All that now remains is to determine   n   and to evaluate the double integrals 

M   and   I. 

i) The number    n : 

For the calculation of   n,    one has to utilize the mapping function in 

Eq.   (4. 1).    Since   N   is purely imaginary and   n   real,   the substitution of 

N   for z   and   n   for   ^   into Eq.   (4. 1 ) gives 

u i      n + b J      ,      n - c      n b log —r-- f c   log —-— = 0 , 
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or (n/b r l)b   (n/c - 1 )C ^ 1 (4.26) 

Equation (4. E6) is a transcendental one,  such that for given values of   b 

and   c,    n   must be determined by iteration.    One knows, however, that 

n   lies in the interval bounded by   c   and   2 c. 

ii)        The double integral   M: 

The inner integral in Eq.  (4. 23) can also be expressed in terms of 

complete elliptic integrals of the first and third kind.    If we further re- 

place the integration variable  |   by   1/s,    M   can now be written as a 

single integral, 

I 1 

M = 2K f .s+k2 
i-+  

c 
T-cs 

./_iu_ ds.. fn 

sfs+k*) Uk^   ^"J 
Ao{*,k) 

s       ds ' 

(4.27) 

where   * = sin 
"'VT; ki 

The first integral in Eq.   (4. 27) can easily be reduced to incomplete 

elliptic integrals and   M   now can be expressed as 

' E((p sk')        äj 
M = 4K 

ckMl+c) ck'^ 

ck2 + I l     * 1 + ck2 
F(^ ,k') 

1   A(*.k) 

i + k2 1 - cs 
ds (4.28) 

where  <p >   = sin'1 \/- 
I Vi +nk2 

and  az= 1 +ck2> 1  . 
1 

The remaining integral will be treated numerically.    For this pur- 

pose one must examine the behavior of   A /s   for small   s.    By definition, o 

A(*,k) - |[ (E-KJE^.k') + KE(*,k')] 
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For any non-zero k,    ^ approaches zero as   s   approaches zero.    One 

may therefore apply binomial expansions to the integrands ol    F(*, k') 

and   £(*,!<') and integrate term by term.    By so doing the asymptotic 

behavior of   A (*, k) as   *  approaches zero is found to be o 

A (*,k)-|  E*+ 0{^) o (4.29) 

A second expansion of   *  is then carried out to yield, for small values 

of s, 

\s + k2/ |^s + k2^ 
(4. 30) 

Hence,   by keeping only the first term, 

A {V, k) 

*    ^s(s+kM 
(4, 51) 

We have therefore found that the term   A /s   is singular at    s - 0,    how- 

ever,  the singularity is of the order of one half,  and is thus integrable. 

In order to facilitate numerical computation,  we regroup the integrand 

in the following form ; 
1 

- IT 
\n 

n 

1 c 
 + 

s + k2 

J  

A(*, k) o 

1 

- 2E f 
*b    L s + k' 

1- cs 

! - cs 

c 

ds 

2E 
AC&.k) i o 

Js{s + k2) 

ds 

/s(s+k2) 

ds 

4.  L 

The singular behavior of the integrand is thereby subtracted out,   so that 

the first integral presents no difficulty in computation and the second 

integral can be integrated in closed form. 
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M = 4K 

4E 

Summarizing the results for M-integral, we have 

ck2 E<Vk,)    .   ck»(l+c) 
2 ck»+ 1 x    l i+ck2 1 

k2   I   \/l + nk2        \/a2- 1 

e    0-1 1 - t. 

log:^ 
-   log . 1 - t . 2 

Jo  Ls+l 
1 - cs 

2E 

where      a = i + , 0  = sinh 
ck' 2 O 

.\/s(s + k2) 

Vnk1       l 

-   w 
A{*,k) 1 

ds (4.33) 

=  a + \/I2TT 

and t   = a - \/a2- 1 
2 

iii)      The double integral I: 

The treatment of the integral   I   is quite similar to that of   M. 

First, the inner integral is expressed in terms of complete elliptic in 

tegrals to reduce   I   to the single integral, 

(4. 34) 

where ß = sin V^ir-  0
^T 

The whole   I   integral will be treated numerically.    As in treating the   M 

integral, we shall examine first the behavior of the quantity   {1-A)/(b- |) 

near   | = b.    With the aid of Legendre's relation,  i. e. , 

EK' + E'k - KK' ^  j   , 

the term,    1 - A(ß,k)   vanishes as   ß   approaches   j ,  or when   f,    ap 

proaches   b.    One can show further that in the neighborhood of b,     1 -A 
o 
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behaves like the square root of the quantity   b - | ä    or more precisely, 

1 - A (ß,k)~ — 
o ^ ir k' 

-  Kk' \/^:T (4. 35) 

We therefore apply the same technique as we did in the treatment of   M 

integral to yield. 

l--l^l2 (4. 36) 

where 
b 

"     b 
v ^brrO-A,«^)] <* 

b 
= ,,j^r{ [1-Ao(P'k»]-^[^-Kk,]^rTldS 

1 

+ 4k'[|   - Kk']    , (4. 36a) 

and 

I 
C     i 

-IT C \      
J     C   + 4 1   - A (ß.k) d| . (4. 36b) 

The numerical computations are described in detail in the appendix. 

All numerical integrations are carried out on the IBM 7090 computer at 

the computing center at the California Institute of Technology. 

5,     Limiting cases 

The present solution contains several geometrical parameters such 

as   h,i,    etc.     When these parameters approach zero or infinity sevt-rai 

interesting but simpler flows are obtained      Recovery of results lor  himple 

flows from solutions of a more general one often serves as an indu atu^n 

of the correctness of the general solution and also provides one certain us« 

ful information about the behavior of the solution near  such limits      \V» 

shall consider several cases      The parameters to be varied arc the (hb- 
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tances   h   and   d,    and the ratios   C, /d   and   C. /h-    In all cases, we are n n 

interested in the behavior of the slope of the lift coefficient   C.    .    The 
hi 

length of the wall   I    is equal to positive infinity,  i. e.  a completely rigid 

bottom for the first four cases and negative infinity (or a free jet) for the 

last one. 

All cases are for vanishing angle of attack so that we may put 

« = d. 

Case 1:   The infinitely deep stream (h -*<«) . 

Given a plate of finite length   C, ,    the limit C./h"* 0   implies that 

h   or   b   approach infinity, or that the stream becomes infinitely deep. 

C.       as a function of   C. /d   is then given by the simultaneous equations 
a h 

Ch/d =    J   -^ log d +w/d) 

^sM'^H'-M' 
as may be found from Eqs.   (4. 9) and (4. 15).   These results agree with 

(2) those uf Schot     .    Again it should be noticed that as the submergence 

approaches zero,    C.    tends to the limit   xs,    and for the infinite fluid 

case,    CT    approaches   n/Z . 

Case 2:   Planing on a stream of finite depth ( d ~* 0 ). 

Since   d,    the spray sheet thickness,  vanishes,  this case corres 

ponds to that of planing.    We obtain for this limit 

4        „2 
L„      C. IT a        h 

K* 



near   d - 0.    Introducing a new parameter   k   ,   suth tiiat 

k        : ~ k' 
I       1  + k' 
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Reference (7) gives the following expansion ot   K 

K =y{i + kj)   F{j ,  j . 1, k^) 

where   F   is the usual hypergeometric function. 

Now we let the depth of the stream become large and the leading 

terms of the following expansions are readily obtained : 

and 
1 11     1 J i\ 

2b     32   b2       \b3; C 
IT 

a h 

From the mapping relation,  we have 

TTC ^M)-ofe) 
and if the above relations are combined for small ratios of   C. /h  ,    vw 

have the approximate result 

S^ 1   4   0. 1 (!2H(1M  (C, / ii i'1 

The first term is the result i>f planinki \Mth inluule depth at  iniimti 

Froude number. The total expression fur    C isinormg terms  los 
a 

th in    h~2   is very close to the result     of  n.iv.son'1/   which gives 

C 
La 

1   •   0.103  (C,   'hV 
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Case 3:   Flow past a cavitating plate near a solid wall   (d-»ao). 

This limit corresponds to the case of infinite submergence.     The 

plate, however,  is held at an arbitrary distance from the wall.    C.     as 
a 

a function of the distance   h (or   b)   is now governed by the simultaneous 

equations 

4b C
L = err <*-*? a h 

and 

Ch=   -^ logd-ij-l. 

We will now obtain the first order wall effect by letting   h   become 

large.    We obtain after a little manipulation the approximate result 

C L    ~ I I + 0.208  Jc./h n        J 

The constant term again is a well known rt'Sult of infinite fluid flow. 

Case 4:    The case of very large chord   (C,  "*oo ). 

There are two simple limiting situations: One of zero submergence 

and one of infinite submergence.    We will consider them separately. 

i) Zero submergence.     We may set   c    in the mapping function 

to be zero to obtain 

exp 
TTCU n 

1 -   - - k'2 1       h      K 

The slope of lift coefficient now becomes 

4 C 
L C.TT 

a h 
K' 

for this case.     Now we will let the chord become large compared to the 

depth,   so that   C. /h   approaches infinity and   k'   approaches zero.     The 

K   function has then the well known behavior 

K "* log 4/k'. 



If we substitute   log 4/k',    for   K   into   C.    ,    we have 

I] 

!im 
C, /h —ac 

h cTTTT 
n 

=  1. 

or    CT       grows linearly in   C. /h   when   C. /h   is large. 
L     b ' h n * 
a 

This result is almost intuitively apparent since the plate is then 

subject to stagnation pressure over the whole surface, 

ii)        Infinite submergence. 

The mapping yields the relation 

- IT |-  - log  (1  -i) . 

and the lift slope 

4b 

a        h 
^    (K- Ef. 

As   b-M , 

C 
a r^     S" 

(log 4 - ] ) - i   (  ! 

and 

lim 
C, /h^oc 

h 

CL a 
CTTh" 

n 
! 

TtC, 

) 

We get the same result as the previous cast'. 

Case 5:    Tht- free jet    {(    -   - ac} . 

The entire flow in this cast- hi'   omes a free jet,     The paramttrr 

ü'    in Eq.   (4. 10) approaches plus infinity as the bottom wall vanish* -. 

and the asymptotic angles of intimation.    Ö    and   0     given in  F.qs     (4   7) 

and (4.8),   can be integrated in closed form to give th«' following result 

for    Cr       with the use of V.(^.   (^   5 
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wc (fT-T^O-^j 
This result and that of mapping function (Eq. 4. 9) give the com- 

plete solution for the cavitating flow past a flat plate hydrofoil in a free 

jet.   As a further special case to illustrate the effect of a lower free jet 

let us take the submergence to he infinite.    Then,   c    approaches infinity 

and the mapping function Eq.  (4. 9) becomes 

(Vh=-?">«(l4)-iTr 

When the hydrofoil approaches the bottom closely,   b  approaches unity 

and the following approximate formula for   C.      can be quickly establish 

ed 

C h {•-~p[-;(^M]f 
valid for large values of   C, /h.    Thus, the lift slope vanishes when the 

hydrofoil is on the lower free surface and grows linearly with depth 

for small submergences. 

6.    Numerical Results 

The majority of the numerical results presented herein are for 

the case of the infinitely long bottom wall.    To bring out the salient 

features of this more common situation, we have chosen several values 

of   C,/h, within the usual range of experimental interest, and calculated 

the lift slope,    CT   ,   the spray sheet contraction,    ö/d,    as functions of 

the chord spray-sheet thickness ratio, C,/d,    and the dimensionless sub- 

mergence ratio,    (H-h)/C, .    These are shown in Figs.   5, 6 and 7 res- 

pectively. 
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An inspection of Fig.   5 brings out the fact that the effect of the 

bottom and that of the free surface are in the same direction, namely, 

to increase the lift slope.     Moreover,   the influence of both the bottom 

and the free surface extends to many chords and decreases even then 

at a slow rate.    For example, the fully submerged limit (C.    - v/t.) is 
a 

not reached even with a submergence of 100 chords; and the presence of 

the bottom is still in evidence with ten chords of depth beneath the foil. 

Interestingly,  the spray sheet contraction   6/d   shows only a 

minor dependence on channel depth ratio,       C./h,    but it is affected to a 

marked degree by the angle of attack.     This is,  of course,  just the effect 

of   g   as indicated in Eq.   (3. 4).    In fact,   it would have been perhaps more 

illustrative to plot the ratio of   g/d   rather than that of   6/d   as is done 

in Fig.   6.     In any event,   even at the moderate angle of six degrees,  the 

spray sheet can become significantly less than distance   d.     We may add 

that previous linearized theories have not distinguished between these 

quantities. 

The submergence of the hydrofoil beneath the undisturbed sur- 

face is given in Fig    7 for various ratios of   C./d   and chord-depth 

ratio   C. /h.     The submergence,   like thr  spray  sheet will depend upon 

the  angle of attack.     At vanishingly ^niall angles,   the subim rgvnce be- 

comes equal to the quantity    d.    but even at small angles it is seen to 

become appreciably less than this      The submergence ratios in Fi^;.   7 

o 
are calculated for  a - 6   .    The limiting case   x     0   is also shown.    It 

is not surprising that for small values of   C   /h   and large values of 

C. /d   that the submergence can become negative cvt-n leading to the 
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situation in which the entire hydrofoil lies above the undisturbed water 

level.    This result is well-known from the previously mentioned work of 

Green. 

For the finite-length bottom calculations,  we chose the case 

where the plate is in midstream, that is   b = c,    and   C./h= 0.4,    be- 

cause this situation corresponds to the usual experimental conditions 

in the Free Surface Water Tunnel at C.I. T.    Figure 8 shows   C. 

versus  I /C,    for this case.    When the bottom extends to approximately 

six chords downstream from the leading edge of the flat plate the free 

jet effect becomes negligible,  so that the lift slope is essentially the 

same as that calculated for the infinite bottom case.    Similarly,  at 

approximately six chords upstream the lift slope approaches that of the 

completely free jet.    This result shows that the length of bottom required 

to establish the infinite bottom effect is in reality only a few chords - say 

about three downstream of the hydrofoil.    Interestingly,  nearly the in- 

finite fluid case is achieved when the bottom stops just underneath the 

leading edge of the hydrofoil.    Seemingly,  the free-surface effect and 

the bottom effect are then just about cancelled out. 

The details of the present calculations are discussed in tht- 

Appendix and the intermediate parameters needed for the calculations 

and for calculations at other angles of attack than given so far are tabu- 

lated in Tables 1 and 2.    The geometrical parameters   b   and   c   and the 

dependence of   J   on the quantities are graphed in Fig.   A-l of the Appen- 

dix. 
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7.     Discussion 

It would be desirable to be able to present experimental data con- 

firming the theory just outlined.     The ubiquitous presence of gravity, 

however,  makes all such hopes faint; zero cavitation number --resulting 

in physically unrealistic infinite Jets--is not possible in a gravitational 

environment.     The indicated lift-slope values  if Fig.   5 for geometries 

similar to those used by Dawson and Bate are far higher than those 

extrapolated from their experiments which were conducted at non-zero 

cavitation numbers.     Undoubtedly the effects of the free surface and the 

rigid bottom are greatly augmented for zero cavitation number; in fully 

wetted flow,  a relatively slight effect on   C.        for the geometry of Fig.   8 
a 

would be expected,  for example.     Nearer the free surface it becomes 

possible to approach more closely the conditions of zero cavitation number 

so that the conditions of the theory will be more accurately met there. 

To investigate this point a flat plate hydrofoil was mounted in a 

two-dimensional,  parallel wall insert six inches     ide in the Free Surface 

Water Tunnel similar in type to the one used by Dawson and Bate.     Two 

photographs of the hydrofoil and resulung spray sheet .irt- shown in  Fig     9 

In these photographs three water surfrices can be seen'  the lrvi'1 < \UTiur to 

the two-dimensional insert,   the lower and upper boundaries of the ca\ it\ . 

and finally the top of the spray sheet itself.     The curving,   exterior water 

surface just above the hydrofoil should be disregarded.     It  should be men- 

tioned that the effects of friction on the inside of the channel  result  in a 

very gradual curvilinear flow,   the surface of which is slightly inclined to 

the horizontal.     Angles of attack were determined relative to tins undisturb 
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ed flov.-.    It was not possible, however,  to make sufficiently precise mea- 

surements of the effective angles of attack to permit   C.       to be calculated. 

Measurements of the distance   d   and submergence below the undisturbed 

surface were,  however,  made and these are given in Fig.   10 for several 

angles of attack.    Also shown are the theoretical values for the indicated 

angles,  calculated for the geometry of the experiment.    Data were taken 

at two speeds,   12 ft./sec.   and 18 ft./sec.    The chord of the hydrofoil was 

four inches. 

It is apparent from Fig.   10 that the observed submergence is al- 

ways greater than that calculated,  and that the discrepancy increases with 

angle of attack.    There is no perceptible difference in behavior with ve- 

locity (or Froude number) although one may observe in Fig.   9 that there 

is a substantial gravity effect on the spray sheet causing it to follow a 

curved trajectory.     The actual magnitude of the difference in the observed 

and calculated value at 6    angle of attack amounts to about 0. 1 chord or in 

the case of the present experiment nearly 0. 4 inches.     This is too large for 

experimental error.    In these spray sheet measurements the cavity was 

vented to atmosphere.     Nevertheless,   there was still a hydrostatic gradient, 

We are at somewhat of a loss for a quantitative explanation of tht 

lack of agreement between the theory and experiment insofar as !he spray 

sheet measurements go.    The experiments do,   however,   follow  the pre- 

dicted trends,   even exhibiting the negative submergence although to a 

smaller magnitude.    Gravity would have such an effect as   it tends  to pre- 

vent the free surface from rising.    At the same time,  the observations 

suffer because the measurements were made in a rather narrow channel 
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(six  inches).     The sidewall boundary layers in the channel at the site of 

(9) 
the  hydrofoil   amounted to about one-half inch in thickness        and there 

was also a small but undetermined curvature of the undisturbed free 

surface.     The slope of this surface at the point of hydrofoil immersion 

was three degrees.     With this combination of circumstances,   one should, 

perhaps,  not expect better agreement with a linear theory at zero cavita- 

tion number. 

In closing,   it is worthwhile to mention that it is easy to extend 

the present calculations to account for arbitrary hydrofoil shape.     Further 

more,   it is not much harder to carry the problem through for non-zero 

cavitation numbers provided one of the simpler "wake" models is adopted 

as the prescription for the flow. 
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APPENDIX:   CALCULATION  PROCEDURES 

A.    Infinitely Long Bottom Wall 

The first step in the calculation of the desired quantities   C 
La 

(H-hyC. ,    bid,    and   C./d   is to determine values of   b   aud   c   for each 

specified   C,/h.    This entails solving by iteration the transcendental 

equation given in Eq.   (4. 9).    We should point out that once a value of 

C./h   is prescribed, the values of   b   lie within a particular range and 

no solution outside that range is possible.    The solid lines in Fig.  A-l 

are curves of constant   C, /h   in the   b-c plane.    Notice that as   C, /h 

approaches unity,  the range of   b    for which a solution exists becomes 

very narrow.    These curves may be used, along with additional values 

given in Table 1,  to obtain first approximations of   b   and   c   for values 

of   Ct/h   not tabulated. 

Once a set of   b's   and   c's   are established,  for the infinitely 

long bottom wall case,   it is now easy to solve Eq.   (4. 16a) or (4. 16b) for 

J   and then obtain   C.       from Eq.   (4. 15).    If   J   is calculated on a high 
a 

speed computer,   Eq.   (4. 16a) is a convenient form to use as a computer 

method for evaluating   n(a2 ,   k)   is given in Ref.   (8)      On the other hand 

Eq.   (4. 16b) is a more suitable form to use when   J    is calculated on a 

desk calculator since   K   and   A(4/.k)   are tabulated in Ref    (7)      Thr o 

dashed lines in Fig.   A-l are lines of constant   J    in the b-c plane. 

The submergence ratio   (H-h)/C.     is calculated from Eq^-     (4   17), 

(4.22),   (4. 26b) and (4. 33).    The exact part of the   M   integral as given 

in Eq.   (4. 33) is easily evaluated by the methods described m Ret     (8). 
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Since the integral part of   M   is always less than two percent of the total 

M,    (at least for the range of cases that we calculated) the numerical 

integration need not be done to a great degree of accuracy.     When the 

integral is divided into three appropriately chosen intervals it converges 

very rapidly to the desired accuracy of a total of five significant figures 

in   M   or at most three figures in the integral part. 

The spray-sheet contraction,    bid   requires the calculation of 

the   I   integral as well as the   M   integral.    The   I   integral as given in 

Eq.   (4. 25) is divided into two integrals   I      and    I ,    where   I .    the 

more lengthy calculation,  is independent of   c   and hence independent of 

Ch/h. 

B.     Finite Bottom 

In order to calcu'ate the 1ft slope for this case the parameter   b' 

must be evaluated from Eq.   (4. 10) for each prescribed   i   (or B')   and 

any set of   C. /h,    b,    and   c   calculated as outlined above.     We those to 

do only one case where   b = c   and hence   Eq.   (4. 10) could be solved 

directly for   b'   rather than by iteration. 

The lift slope,    C,        is now readily obtained from Eq.   (3. 5) in 

which 

and 

where 

0       t   A^lMb'tc) 
l      -T\/ C 

fl  . i,/"'-"(b--b)    j. . 
z      IT y b 

J   - ]o \iir^iw^ t)       t + c 



n 

and 

r - f t dt 
\/(! -tHb1-!)     b-t 

J      and   j'   can be reduced to elliptic integrals with the following results 

J : -- Ik'^U (--, kj- K(k:)] 

or in alternate form 

Zv/b* 
%/rrc)(b^c) Ao(V' k j-^ 

and for   J*   we find 

Trr/I J" - 2k  j n(-t ,   k   ) -K(k') j 
^       * O / J 

or 

J' = kk 
1 - A   (0.  k   ) o 

V(k2- k*2)(l - k2 

where 

,z       1 
b ' 

sin 

and 

(J 
1 -  k" 

in 

V 1  -   k .2 
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Figure 1 .     Sketch showing a cavitating flat piate in a stream of finite 
depth with the lower surface partly free and partly solid. 
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i' ■j.-irv 4.      Definition sketch of a cavitating flat plate in -i stream of finite depth. 



Figure S.      The lift slope   C.      versus   C./d    for various value«   C. /h 
a 

for a tlat plate hydrofoil in a stream of finite depth. 
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Figure 6.     The spray sheet contraction   6/d   versus   C. /d   for 

various values of   C./h   at an angle of attack of 6*. 
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Figure 7.     Submergence of the plate versus    ^u/d   l"!- several 

values of   C.i'h   at an anKl«1 of attack of  6   . 
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Figure 8.    The lift slope   C.     versus various length of bottom wall with the hydrofoil 
a 

midway between top and bottom surfaces and for the chord-depth ratio of 0.4. 
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Figure 9.    Two photographs of the planing flat plate at an angle of attack 

of about twenty degrees at a velocity of about 12 ft.   ptT stc. 
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«*.«4 i.Uili >t 19** 7.«»»X I»"1 IS.6JÜ 

&.% 'sas»«« i»"* 7 7127 X I©'* 19*21 

it.. st S.2«6JK !©•* 7 7441 X l»-* ie.6 7 

ii «e I.SJ«-'X i«-« 7.7»*! X i9'» 104.1S 

-J 

2  « 6.:a222 x io 1,9642X19-* 

2.4S 2.1271» x te 5.W72X 10 • 

2.» 1.2S16J  X 10 » «861X19-» 

J.» 7.191» I.4792 X lO"» 

2,9» 5.7»»Jg {.»«99 » ie » 

2.7 4.866» 2.0017 X lO"* 

2.7S 4JI7»9 2J472X lO-' 

2.9 1.79«#7 2.47» X lO"' 

im ijnnM 2^919X10 • 

2.» 2.<I6«H 2.997} X 10» 

2.« 2.**JS» 1.0921 X lO'1 

J.B 2.46S1? U792 X lO"' 

1.95 2.2697B 1.4*» X lO"" 

}.l 2.94«6» 1.6249 X 10'» 

J.» I.SM41 4.214t X JO"» 

1.4 MlfT* «.S«9X IC-» 

J.5 M71M 4.7*4* X 10"* 

3.6 i.14712 4.99»i X 10-» 

1.7 1.04940 S.2049X IS-* 

3.« «.«9946 X 10* 5.4125 X lO-' 

1,9 8.6«»? X 10'» ».»OtlXlO"» 

4.0 7.9717» X 10'' *.7994X JO"' 

4.1 7.14261 X lO'* S.9«.}IX lO'» 

«.1 6.777M X le-* 6.1292 X i»-' 

4.1 6.26«$« X lO'« t J8S7 X 18-» 

4.» 5.18918 X lO"* 6.J90JX IS » 

4.7 4.6*299 X 10'' 6^*17 X 18» 

s.e J,7S2f« X lO'1 
7J217X te» 

v 
^/ü 

b G -J 

J 7* »,8t«,-»X SO ».6li»x io-» 

2 80 1 »0194 X Hi * 8719 X 10-» 

J»* i .'»414 X 1(1 a 0090 X 10'» 

l <& ,1 96919 i  0011 «   lO'1 

i 91 8 142i8 )   19»* X 10"' 

1 00 6 1,76««. •   3781 X 10 ' 

1 0*, * V*«.^ 1 ^*19X 19"' 

I iß * 2 n IO i 7I7t> < iö'1 

> !■> 4 hTii» 2 4b*4 )■  10-' 

5 10 4 219*9 2 0270 X   10  ' 

i *■. 1 «4248 2 17U «  lO'1 

i  tfl ! ^>*10 2 um a io ' 

5   !* ) 2»4I» 2 445A *  10  ' 

1 «C i OMI! 2 *T1*X lO"' 

5 44 1 tit^n 2 6941 « lO-1 

i ^ 2 f,J*8i 2 »128  ■   IC"1 

i  B 2  liil! 1 0169X  10  ' 

) 7 2 i;»82l! 1 24« *  10 ' 

S 8 !  ü»*?« ! 4412 X  !0  ' 

* ^ !  ;I=,II» 1*241 <  10 ' 

4 0 i   MrfM 1 7971 * lO'1 

4 1 i  4441« 1 9iOO < 13 » 

4 J l   ii4Ui 4 1142 :< 10-' 

1 < 1  .H7M 4 2fcO* .< 10 * 

i i 1   ili2J 4   199; »     O-' 

i * 1  ßViOT 4 li^2• x  lO"1 

4 7 ) 41*^11 « ill  » 4 7801 «   lO'1 

4 * « S4i<<! « 10  ' 4 b^t-b '  10  ' 

4 0 9  »itU «. irr» S Olg2 x  lO"' 

b c -3 

4.0716* X 10 1,1747 X 10 » 

9.11669 1.21*9 X tO-1 

*.)3iOS 2.0220 X 10 ' 

3.670S4 2.7016 X lO"1 

2.7728* 1.3012 X lO'1 

2.21018 1.8306 X 10"' 

1.82197 4.3036 X lO'1 

1.54I56 4.729» X lO'1 

1.12*7* 5.1164 X lo'1 

1.15*20 5.4695 X 10"* 

1.0168« 5.7940 X 10 * 

9.2213« X ie"' 6.0917 X ifl-' 

8.0*61* X lO-' 6.1719X lO-1 

7.21040 X lO'1 6.6314 X lO"* 

6.M601 X lO'1 6.87«* X iO-1 

*.»9I70 X 10'' 7.1012 X 10  » 

5.1412* X lO"1 7.1190 X 10  ' 

4,85226 X 10 ' 7.5215 x  iO'» 

4.0 4.41500 X Ifl-' 7.7179X 10-' 

«."i 2.77i>«2 >( 10'' 8.5718X  lO'1 
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TA»t-C I i< «'«1 

./* «a.i 

b c 
-■ 1 M 1 

I.S« I.j»j*«A i^ I.W1I X IS * 
i.»44 *^-4«'» » !« ».«?•»« * ?!» « 
!.»« ä.StM2 Ä JS s.iOii X 1» -» 
1.» !.««22 K IS i.*SS X 10 -• 
l.il *.1*IM 2.?«*B X if. -i 

i.Ji ».0t«ä * J.j«,02 * 16 i 

1.4« ».m» «.**ti je i« i 

i.4* i .t saa« ».■»Tfcft y is i 

f.^S a.«,*!« ä,S<42 ».»SJ 4,163 

K't'r 7,mm ' 45'* 1.11*6 *.»J» 
ä.4 S.»«1!! H 1« ' t.imt «.»J2 4,2« 
!,«* I.«»«.« «i is ' j,*2»e S.B?« 

i.T ^.«S?T* i«'' < .• i T« ».MT 4J»ä 
i.w 2,2?2«»»  it"' i.m« ».«4« 

l.i I.T9'2*X ä£ ' i.S«.0 i.M4 4.4« 
i.»* J,2«.Sjii« in'* I.TSZC ».**4 

I.« t.ef»i » <■»■« 2.eUi i.«i 4,5«6 
i.« *.24'»** X. IS • 2.0»»* S.-Sfct 

i.e J.»ne2>i is"» i,u-is "».«H 4^*7 

ZM 2.S(>t*»* iC* 2.24JJ ♦.03? 

2,10 ?.»J70T i«  13'* 2.»i*fc •».S57 4,7J9 

2.H <.7iTt»<  SO'* 2.5%t7 ».0*7 4.74% 

2.IJ l.t«?JX «•» 2.»»tt 
i,SS ä.8*r-«.j< a»'' l.4ii» 3.04T 

i.lil i.ttsflsx io'» 2.4!«? M44 
I.IU i.25<St>i iO"» 2.42*J ».041 

i.iib «.wie* w* 2.414* «.ei? 

2.H» b.W(4i«x te • 2.4442 «J.SJJ 

2.13» 5.»0!.2> JO"* 2.4**5 ♦.OJS 

2.14 »,W9t»>; iß-« 2.47=. i ».32? 4 '64 

s*-= 0- 4 

6 t -3 U f 

I i»S » S*T0«ä i& 5 Ma « le •* 
i il* j o!e»»x iO t«*!«* ia 1 

i in 2 >VM»X 19 i mix \e -J 

i   U8 i »vis« ä i« IMil » 10 ■i 

I Me j !2«MM se 2 wrex IS -» ietM 

i i« » 2!J»1 4 »W- 1« -i 

1   1*0 42127« S *425 K so •« ti 144 4 1» 

i.ide 2 4*292 8 4*M X !0 ■t 1> Jti 4 J« 

> tvi ! -25*44 I  ii5* 11 «7* i 172 

!.28fl ilOml* ■£-» ■ .»•II a 29i» 4,14* 

1 113 4 !?%12X iO'« i  »07 If «17 4 224 

I 24C j »«OT J< je-» 2 2270 !C-t04 4 24« 

i »e 2 s*«.?x ie's 
2 «ISJ 1044» 4 2T0 

i,2»a i 7»4»0X !0"» 2 Bä47 16. ,N* 4 2« 

1  SG i 2J444X iCi • 2 T?»« 10,2*2 4 >»J 

i u S-2:J22 3t ss"* 2 «!% JS 2DJ 4 SJJ 

l.M S 07»7«X 10'* i «•» is jM 4 Hi 

I K >.»!««« X I0~* J iiJ« 19 1J2 4 iM 

: 3» 2 71J42X iC"* J 174S IC ii( 

I » ««4SJI K ife-' J 3252 iees* 

IS» t 4^424 X }0 ■» 1 «.u S«><J56 

1 »w S »0Si2X iO-' S 4S«4 10 912 

I   J92 2 4S554X IO-» } 4S04 9»W 
J   J*» S.4«Mi K IS"* 3 *m 9 i40 

i  Mt t 2754* •  !0"* 5 4«tS <»■*? 

Ch/h . 0.1 

b c -J M t 

!  216 i riSilOX ,' a 2.2MJX 10 1 

!  2JS »,«soio 2.fc070 K 10 1 

1   220 7 67496 2 9700 «. iö > 
1   22« SdtWO«» 5 «46'» x 10 i 

1  21 4 4013') 4 4*15 X 10 

i  24 5  i27ift 6,2426 x IB ! 
I  iS i    'O"?!!) 7 fc7,;i . 10 1 i 1  81». 4 105 

I   iO <•    i'«5*   ' 1             i     5 * u *■ iu *i) 4  172 

!   M «i 017»? < iw 1         |   7 K^I « »41 4 2 »6 

I  40 .'   '214    « 10 " '     .' o,:'« 1 h «6 4 2« 

I 4S l 71141  < 10" 1        J 2^49 1 S4i 4   «1 

I   S8 l 6^8=,., x m 1        2 46 14 1 ^06 4 4M2 

i   ^,! 7   iTw1. « 1 0 '        2 <»(2 

I   « 4 6644« - 10 '        2 6 *7 1 1 4H 4 44S 

I  "«ft 1 S<'7f,6 .' 10 2^717 

I  i« .; «.".fin • 10 ,' 7417 

J   60 

i  ft I 

i  442S4 « 

■»   7/mii    « 

10 

10 

2 «142 

t H=.72 

1 471 4 4« 

I  62 ^ 61 ».00 x IO 2 <*0»,( 1 4'iÄ 4 SOS 

I  ',/■-■ 

I MO 

!  7'>7Si«. « 

..'   16 047 X 

1 0  ' 

; n ' 

2 120'. 

2  16 0«» 

I  6 52 I   ',6 44S it 10   ! 2 17 M 

i  6*4 I  0086-1 ' 1 0   ' i oil» 

I   6 1^ 7 .1«4«') • in < ( 01114 1411 4  M l 

i   1, it, i. 02476 > -(r< < 0l,i2 

ch/b . e >.i 

b « -j u I 

1  091 1. S42«T X 10« 2 43I8X (S« 

!  092 3 57fci9X IS 8.9S29.« 10 • 

1 093 2 04«t5 X 10 1 «21 x 10"* 

I.U94 1 42S67 x »0 2  1%4«A 10 • 

; 095 !  092*9 « 10 2 7632 X nr* 
i  097' b «0696 4 2255 > 10'* 

1 to 4 8«7S9 5 60«H X icr* 17 559 4 175 

1   11 2  16829 1  0470 14  »69 4 187 

1   12 1   30460 !   4462 13 138 4 200 

1   13 8.«2394 X !0-; 1            1  7717 12 470 4 212 

1   14 6  3140« X !0-: 1           2 0624 12 04* 4,224 

1   15 4.70140 X IO"' 1           2  3050 11 756 4 2 35 

1   !6 J 5*561 X SO'1 1           2  5159 11  541 4 246 

1   r 2 71314 x i tr- '           2 7Cij 1 i   381 4 257 

i    1H 2 07270 Ü io ' 1           2 8657 11  254 4 268 

1   11 1   57)91 » IP'1 '               1   01 If, 11151 4 278 

1  2" 1   17866 » 10  ' 1            1 14S2 1 1   065 4 287 

1  21 »61751 X 10 ' 1            12721 10 992 4 297 

1  22 6 06018 « 10' 1            1  38811 10 92» 4  105 

i  21 1 99676 » i o •' 1            i 5007 10 869 4 314 

I  24 2  14594 X 10 i 1           3 6121 10 810 4  322 

1  2". 1  0591(0 x IO' '             17310 10 744 4 «2« 

1  2SS 5 50146 X ID-1 :   . »-> 1 0 '02 4  311 

1   260 1  4114t » in-' 1            ) 8885 10 643 4 m 
1  262 1   916 98 X IQ < 1            > 'Mil 10 598 
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TABLE I (c««* ! 

2.9» ».i97i* X 10 4.1»43K IO'» 

2.i« !.2S2I» x !e i.Ci« » IS * 

2.» 7.67JT4 i.4«lt« 10'' 

«J6 i.iOM» 2.1047 X JO'« 

ZJS «.2t*44 i*?74X iO-1 

IAO i.*t<Hi ?.0!l«X 10» 

Z.J5 2.*U4i 3.4iMX  iS'> 

j.«a 2.M»4J 1.7944 X IO-» 

2.4S £.lf>]4 4.14*1 X IO'* 

i.M i.«H9 4.4732 X 10"* 

Z.ii i.T«« 4.7*0» i-  10 » 

l.M l.«SM ?.07-1)3 » IO« 

Z.*5 l.4ti«t 4.S4J2X 10 ' 

Z.TO i.JMie ■i.wiox io-« 

2.Ti !.J«194 5.MS2 X äO"1 

z.*o i.OtMe t.077p X iO8 

3.»5 i.OOtU *J'»-4X 10'» 

^.'» ».}!HT K ir' 1             fc.M74X 10"* 

z.w g.fc7584 * IO'1 1               t.707iX I«"* 

ä.O •.0(530 X i«' 1             <..»»« X!0-* 

J.OT T.iMS-SS X fe'1 1              7.0830X i« » 

M 7.04»60 X io-' 1             7.2il»lX IO"» 

J.2 «Jieu x IO"1 '              7.i90»X 10"* 

J.J ».4«tl6 X iC' 1              7.MWX -0-* 

J.I 4.«6422 X 10' 1              ».i8*4X 10* 

».5 4.«241» X IO'1 1             8.4SS9X 10"* 

%.t a.«SOW X 1C"1 1             ».70<«x id"« 

5.7 J.4}3!4 X IO'1 '             «."»MIX 18"' 

i.S J.OfclTJ X IO' 1              9.i7»4X 10 * 

J.-» 2.72%9 x IO"1 1              9.1%4X 10 ' 

4.0 2.43:40 X SO"' 
1              9.40*2 X IO"' 

4.Z i.^lgt7 X IO'1 1              1.0000 

4.?. i.mu x IO'1 1              1.05*0 

/h = 0.07 

1.95 1.81769 X 10 7.6*6) X  IO1 

2.00 8.6601c 1.5074 X IO'1 

2.05 5.6501« 2.175)X  IO-' 

2.10 4.15764 2.7819X IO"' 

2.15 3.26828 1.3356 X IO'1 

2.20 2.67727 3.M3J * 10"' 

2.25 2.25565 4.310* X IO'* 

2.JO 1.91943 4.7431 '   10"' 

2.35 1.69)28 5.1442 x  io"' 

2.40 i.49609 5.5177 X 10"' 

2.5 1.19949 t.l935X  10"' 

l.t I.HbhTi X ID"1 6.7901 X  10"' 

2.7 8.26270 X   IO-1 7.3223X io"' 

2.« 7.00894 <   10   ' 7,8016 *  10'* 

i.'t 6,00124 X  IO1 8.2370 >■   IO'1 

?.o 5.171)0 X   IO'1 8.6354 x  if,-' 

i.l 4.48095 x io'1 9.0028 X  10 ■' 

s.2 1.8-')59 X   10  ' 9,3437 x  10"' 

i.l i.iS<»)5 *   10  ' 9.662 2 x  |0  ' 

>.< 2.l51!i(, > IO'1 9.9615 X  10  ' 

1.5 2.56999 X  lO'1 1.0244 

i.i. i.i)160 x io ' 1,051 1 

1.7 l.r'15Sl K  I»'1 1,<1?70 

1.« 1.67097 <   10  ' 1.1017 

1,9 l.4)4,-5 «10 ' 

4,0 i.22289 *   IO'1 1,1489 

4.1 1.03102 X  1 0   ' 1.171» 

4.) 7.09)72 X  10  * 1.2165 

i.^ 4.49010 X  10 « 1,2619 

C^'h ■ o.os 

h c -; 
i.»5 1.84!«e  x 10 7.9393 x If » 

1.9 MMI7 i .4995 x 10 * 

2.« 3.44347 3.234» * 10  ' 

2.1 2.29*5} 4.4*94  X IS'1 

2.2 1.437*8 5.534» * !C■, 

2.) 1.24«29 4,42*7 X 10'' 

2.4 9.»5»lt   X 1«"» 7.1957 x IO"« 

2,5 4.80005  X !C"* 7,11691  x 10"' 

2.6 4.40444  X 18"* *.4459 x 10'* 

2.7 5.51443  X 10 ' 9.08;« X 10"" 

2.» 4.44554  X IO"' 9.4*4* x iO"* 

2.9 3.9323« X IO'* 9,9278 X IO"* 

3.0 3.33M9 X IO"' 1.0334 

).l 2.»344l   X 10* ä.07ä) 

\i 2.40743  X 10 ' 1.1047 

1.3 2.0J794  X IS"* 1.1401 

3.4 1.714*7  X 10"» 1.1719 

1.5 1.4J442  X IO"1 1.202 3 

3.6 i.l   041   > IO"' i.2317 

3.7 ».7»»i7 X 18'* 1.2*04 

3.8 7.83337   X 18' 1.2 «»7 

3.9 4.15434  X  10'* 1.3169 

4.0 4.47919 X 18"* 1.3454 

4.1 3.389*5   X  IO"' 1.3750 

4.2 2.273*4  X  IO"' 1.4044 

4.3 1.3251* X 10"* 1.4413 

4.4 5.49070 X IO"' 1.4*41 

Jh =0.1 

b c -J M ! 
1.70 1.8*252X 10 8.4116 X IO'2 15.094 3,816 

1.710 1.397*3 X iO 1.1112 x IO-' 13.545 

1,73 9.1*234 1.6286 X IO'1 11.79) 

1.75 4.80277 2.1174 x 10"' 10.810 

i.*0 4.07078 3.2308 X 10"' 9.555 3,940 

1.85 2.86001 4.2109 X 10   ' 8,95». 

1.90 2.17574 5.0tll x IO"» 8.616 4.057 

2,0 1.4280 3 4.541! X 10"» 8.275 167 

2,i 1,02452 7.7768 X 10 ' 8,138 271 

2.2 7.75420X IO"1 8.7979 X 10"' 8,095 3 70 

Z.i 6.03353 X 10 ' 9.6724 X IO'1 8,103 464 

2,4 4.78059X 10"« 1.0434 8.141 553 

2,5 3.82*28 X IO"' 1.1108 8.198 6)H 

2,6 3.0*133x 10  ' i.1712 8.266 ?I8 

2,8 1,99098X IO"' 1.2768 »,437 86 7 

3,0 1.24439X 10 * 1. 3686 8,60n 998 

3.2 7.15S49X 10  > l.45'4 «.775 122 

3,4 3.39986X 10  » 1.5382 ^,4)2 

3,5 I.98169X 10* 1.5846 '».002 

3,6 8.48678X 10 » 1.6392 9,060 

3.42 6.57732X 10 » 1.6522 9.06«' 

5.44 4.79860X 10** 1.6665 9.076 

3.66 1.16334X io-» l,(.»27 9.081 

3.68 1.6931 3X 10"» 1.7025 1.082 

3.685 1.5561)X If)» 1.7060 9,081 

3.695 7  !-450X IO« 1,7215 9.077 

3.698 5.53264X 10* 1,7264 9.075 



■riNSMs jujiiuyi.aLkUi, 

tmiM i «raai^.i 

S.A. s.t S»/h ^ 
b t -3 M X 

l.«M t.n*i»n »a iJKMX rt*4 

1 »s ^.*^»flx ie 2 «WS« SO"* 

1 6?« «-»MM * TSSi X 19'' 

i WS L«MM 1-97 S4 !*.eS4 4.21« 

I4M IM3*T t4ZI« 4-^24 

i.mi 1 IMIS S-7i» 14.0*4 4.22* 

l.M« «MSiiÄ JS* t.«7» 13. SM 4.23S 

I.M* *.TJWX t»'» 2223« ii.m 4 240 

I »9 S^SMfXIO-* 24K? U.4S5 4..24§ 

t.U j.siarsx a«-» t-7*li 

I.U z.mMXKr» I.«»« 122» 4.244 

1 iJ« l.«MTiK ie* sms 12.014 4.272 

1 149 j 8i««x ^o'• JSSZe It «Tt 4.291 

1 ISO «USKX!«-» S74M 11 746 4 2*9 

1 140 Jii8«ix ie^ »«55 

1,1« 2 a«2MX ie-» «SI»? 
I.ITO I.IS«*X 19 » 4.1997 

i m «llZTf X SO-* 4.21fl 

1.IT7J I ZTSMxse-» 4,29M 

<^/& .0.7 

b c -1 H 1 

l.«Mi l.WIIfcX It Z.SISiXlf' 

l.#W «-JITS B.?4I4X 19-' 

I 85 J.?*TM tSMSX lO'4 

i.mu 2.«SM 1.1411 
i.es» !.»126S 1,4234 

«.<»« i 10*1 l.fOM 

1 MS T^ZMSXIO"* 2.3!2f 

ä.«6 S.J71I6X I«'» Z.6HS 
1 WS J.WSBX 19 •' 2.*.*& 

i.oet J.?«2SI X 10-* 3.J«5 
i.ets i-itamx to'' 3.4210 

I.WM I.44I44X I0-' 3.417! 14.467 4277 

i.iOO • .*JS3$X iO-* 3 «27 12.JO« 4 294 

1 10S S.9IM4X 10-» 4.1005 

i.ltO 3.7**5t X 10-» 4 2406 

I.us 2.077« X lO'» 4.3785 

1.117S l.»7MX lO"1 4 449« 

I.UÜ 7.^035 X 10-* 4.52*2 12 274 4 294 

t.izi S.W6S4X 10 •» 4 an 
i m 4 0093JX lO"» 4.5«7 

1 12J 2 30292 X 10"» 4.61M 

» r. -1 il J 

1 9320 S 47192 X 10 7.672« X ir* 
I «25 2 61206 X 10 ^9254X»e■, 

1,033« 1.2266!X 10 »2424X lO"* 39943 

1 «J49 6 716« S.SS95K 18-* 24 444 

1 OH i,SS«T 7.7314 Ä lo-* 22 131 

I.W8 1.57944 i mi» 17297 4 2*9 

IMS «46716 X 19'* 2 J6t? I5.76} 4 272 

i.m» 5.299« X 16"' 2 »«71 14.971 4.216 

t oss 3 37906 X lO'» 3 3377 14 473 4.279 

1 960 2 23440 X ifi' 3 «=107 14 124 4295 

1 065 1 46S44X 10'* 1W66 13 454 4296 

! 679 9.26M9X 10'' 4 2407 11644 4.29« 

S «?S 5 40290 X 10'* 4 4656 13 46« 4298 

i o«o 26I750X 10"» «6744 13.296 4292 

i.mi 1.79612 X lO"» 47591 1 3-220 4.29« 

I.OM 1 95262 X 10"» 4«452 13 147 4 294 

1 096 4 »S5«X 16-* 4.»42f 13062 4294 

l.(»6» 3.2»47«X ie"* 4<m2 13036 4294 

1.097 2 11656 X lO"* 5 OT26 13099 4.294 

1.9S725 1.S75MX 10"» 5 0202 12 992 4294 

i 0*75 5 0398 12974 4.294 

1 09775 6 01409X10'« 5062« 12 953 4 294 

i.088 1.99429X IS-» 5 0936 12.924 4294 

1 023 

1 6235 

I 024 

1 0245 

1 025 

1 030 

1 035 

1 040 

1 045 

1 050 

I 055 

1  05? 5 

1  060 

!  0605 

1 0610 

1 0ti5 

I  062 

I 0625 

«»4S69X SO 

1.53598X !0 

• ■99324 

6.29644 

4.79599 

1.21719 

5.73921 X I0-' 

3 11649X lO1 

1.73797 X lO"1 

9 22167 X ID-» 

4 11976 K 10'' 

2.57I90X 10"» 

1.02074 X 10 * 

T 992J5X 10-» 

5 92171 X lO-' 

4 034113 X 10-* 

2 33771 x 10-* 

8 715Ss X JO"« 

C^/h =0.9 

•} 

9 2912 X 16» 

2 «124 X lO'* 

4 6095 X lO"' 

6 3261 X lO'* 

7 9672 X I«"» 

2 1091 

3 0112 

«6655 

4,1613 

4.5542 

4 »83 J 

5 0163 

5 1935 

^.2273 

5 .1630 

5 315 

5 H47 

5 .)9«6 

59 413 

29 596 

26 216 

24 I1C 

17 770 

16.190 

15 414 

14 929 

14 580 

14 295 

14 161 

14 019 

13 W« 

U 954 

1191« 

13.«77 

13 824 

b.c=l. 182102 

I t«3 

I   185 

1  190 

I 200 

1 220 

i 250 

1  JO», 

1 400 

1 500 

2 00 

3 Ofl 

4 00 

6 00 

8 00 

10,00 

15 00 

20 00 

JO 00 

50.00 

100 00 

r 
I 3606 

1 3562 

I 1452 

1   1243 

1 2t56 

I  2)44 

1 1627 

! 0535 

C.971« 

0 74S7 

0 5509 

0 4584 

0 5609 

0 507 5 

0 2722 

0 2194 

C 1688 

0 15J2 

0 1181 

0 0852 

TABLE 2 

9 2919 

9 2542 

9 1620 

8 966) 

* 6656 

»2471 

7 67 58 

6 8260 

6 2166 

4 5869 

) 1292 

2 7450 

2 1440 

I 8174 

1 6074 

1 29i2 

I 1106 

0 9001 

0 69)1 

0 «880 

Ch/h 0  4 

L/C, 

2 05 5   »6 

2 04 4 29 

2.0» 1 ♦■. 

2 01 2 79 

1 97 2 1« 

!   91 i   7" 

1  84 1   i1, 

1 74 a 72 

1  66 C  19 

1  49 0 50 

1   58 ■ in 

1   $4 1  »7 

1   10 -i 55 

1 29 -1 0) 

1.28 <   il 

1  47 ■4 04 

1  26 4 SO 

1  254 -5  !I4 

1  250 5 96 

)  25 7 06 


